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A great storyteller, he loved his time in the Army Air
Corp during WWII with a Martin Marauder B-26
Squadron!

WHAT’S HAPPENING @ PCC

We will miss him and his southern charm!
Jim (Reimholz)
Memorial service for Alonzo, aka "Rich" to some of his
friends, will be held on June 22 (Monday, Day after
Father's Day)@ 13:00 hour at the First Presbyterian
Church in Burlingame, 1500 Easton Dr, Burlingame,
CA 94010.

ALONZO

James Reimholz

As I remember:
Alonzo was a 1939 graduate of Georgia Institute of
Technology with a BS degree in Mechanical Engineering. He
served in the 451st Bombardment Squadron of the 9th Army
Air Corp in the European theater of World War II from 1942
to 1946. His first job out of college was selling hardware
items to stores on a sales route. He married the love of his
life, Margaret, along the way.

Alonzo Richardson
March 6, 1917 - May 18, 2015
Alonzo passed away, Monday, May 18, after dealing with
bladder cancer for the past five years. He was 98 years
old. He was well taken care of by his two sons and their
families who arranged 24 hour nursing care for him the
last two months.

He then went to work for the engineering department of
Southern States Electric Co., a manufacturer of high voltage
outdoor disconnect switches and substations. He and I talked
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a lot about this because I also had experience in this same
field.
He eventually went to work in the paper making industry,
ending up served as Manager of Engineering for the Gaylord
division of Crown Zellabach for the majority of his career
working in the corrugated paper industry. Upon his
retirement, he was commissioned by his company to write an
extensive treatise on the paper making industry. It was well
received and well done.
We also talked about the electrical equipment manufacturers
and found we had mutual friends in several companies.
Reliance Electric Company in East Cleveland made electrical
variable speed drives for the paper industry.
Years later, we learned we had close mutual friends at
Reliance and Alonzo hosted a cocktail party at his home
where we all were able to get together and reminisce old
times.
Most everyone knows Alonzo's Air Force history, he loved
his time as Chief Maintenance Officer with the Eighth
Bomber Martin Marauder Squadron in Belgium and France.
He really enjoyed telling stories about it!
He also engaged a professional to help him record his story
on a CD and many of us listened to the detailed history of his
experiences.
I met Alonzo at the PCC field located behind Alves Dairy in
1991. He, Ellsworth Crowell and Jim Eccles greeted me and
we quickly became good friends. I joined the club, missed a
meeting and became President in '92!
From pictures I have seen and conversations with him and
others, Alonzo had a long history in RC models including
early helicopters and contests.

Alonzo with his toys at the old PCC Alves Dairy field.

!

A frequent visitor to the field after his flying days, it was
appropriate that we named the field, "Richardson Field" in his
honor.

Godspeed, Alonzo!

Please forgive any errors or omission.
Jim
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UPCOMING EVENTS

NOT SO GOOD IDEAS

June
17 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae
20 Aer-o-nut swap meet, Alameda, Ca. Info: 510-521-8216
21 Father's Day.
22 Memorial Service for Alonzo Richardson.
July
4
Independence Day
11-12
SCCMAS Airshow, Morgan Hill, Ca
15 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae
August
19 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae
See http://www.ncrcs.com/ for more detailed information.

MAY MEETING MINUTES
Mike Solaegui

Cutting off the extra arms off with a pair of diagonal is one in
the above mentioned category. The servo arm material is
pretty tough. If you use a pair of diagonal cutter to cut the
arms off, the material can fractured under the shock load from
the cutting action. If you had done this before, you can hear a
loud snapping sound. It can develops hairline cracks in the
servo arm. I have seen that happened many times. Sometimes
it will cause the servo arm/wheel to slip on the splinted output
shaft, cause the control surfaces to move from neutral.

Returning member Harold Hasselback rejoined.
We voted to lift the turbine ban, new member David Mosher
will be the Turbine Marshall, there will be a safety check
procedure that the marshall will conduct prior to flight.
David's Cell phone number is 650-255-3266, his email
address is dmosher@airasys.com, please direct turbine
question and comments to him directly.
We voted to spend some field funds on more batteries and an
added solar cell for the charging station (this also powers the
field camera that when upgraded will draw more current). We
are going to install shade cloth with a metal frame in the area
that is generally used for lunch and Peanut Gallery seating.

A better way to cut the extra arms is using a saw or a cutting
wheel.

CONTAINER HAS BEEN RELOCATED

Show and tell: David Mosher showed a quad copter
Some one other than myself won the raffle prize.
Mike Solaegui for Dennis Lowry.

The site was prepared by our members at the work
party.
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WHAT’S GOING ON IN MY

Scott Eldredge

I started flying last summer,
and over the winter I build my
first balsa ARF-a Hangar 9
Meridian.
Having seen some pictures of
what people, cars, and houses
look like when hit with a large
RC helicopter, I decided I
wanted to include an arming
switch. One drawback was that
I would have to cut a round hole of just the right size through
the fuselage, something I wasn’t sure about, given my tools
and lack of experience. When I got to that point in the build, I
consulted InterGooglepedia and discover how to make the
tool I needed for less than $2. I bought a short piece of ½”
copper pipe, cut and sharpened notches in it with a Dremel,
and then used it to cut out the hole. The diameter of the pipe
is slightly larger than what you want, so I bent each tooth in a
little to get the right dimension. Worked very well.

The container was moved on a truck to the field. Minor
CG adjustment before lowering the container to the
final location.

Then it is lowered to the site prepared for it. The driver
did it in one move.

I really liked the change from foam to balsa, and the larger
size. The plane has a 69 inch wingspan and weighs 9 pounds
with a full load of electrons. It has an E-Flite Power 60, 5300
mAh 6S lipos, and a Spektrum AR636 with AS3X, and based
on the data I have so far, I can fly for 10-14 minutes. After
several flying sessions I still wasn’t very consistent on my
landings, so the next time I flew I ran through six batteries
doing nothing but taking off and landing until I had a good
sense of the pattern to fly, where to turn, when to deploy
flaps, etc.

Done! Just need a new coat of rust-proof paint!

Learning from the experienced pilots around me, while
beginning to fly the Meridian I was building my next plane
(always have one on the bench, Mike P said). My second
plane is an Extreme Flight MXS 64, set up for sport, though,

One degree off, on dirt! The guys who prep the site did
a great job!
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not 3D. After carefully
reading all about the flight
characteristics of the
various EF planes, I
picked the MXS because
its green. As a sport flyer,
I decided, it wasn’t going
to matter much which
plane I chose at my

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
There will not be a newsletter in July due to the
absence of the editor during the first part of
July. I am going to play yonder flying scale
sailplanes and may be a ride in the full size
sailplane in the Alps!

experience level.

So don't look for the notification of the
newsletter in your emails. I will send out an
email reminding you the General meeting in
July.

The MXS was an easier build, a little experience goes a long
way, and it’s a simpler plane. I did encounter one glitch,
though. The plane has predrilled holes and precut slot for a
standard JR-type switch, one of which I was using to turn on
a Scorpion Backup Guard. But the screws that come with the
switch don’t reach the switch body through the fuselage, and
the switch itself isn’t long enough to protrude out from the
faceplate. I was ordering some bolts from RTL Fasteners, so I
got some I thought should work and they did nicely. They are
button heads that are nearly flush mount and are black to
match the switch. A nice clean look compared to the silver
Philips screws. They also worked for the ArmSafe switch so I
replaced them there also. To fix the switch, I drilled a hole in
it and screwed in an M3 hex head.

MEMBERS HAVING FUN

Bruce and Jim took the opportunity when the EAA Ford
Tri-motor came to town. They both took a ride in the Ford
Tri-motor, which Jim has done once before, 70 years ago on
Island Air Service to Put-in-Bay. Jim also had the chance
meeting a retired Pan Am stewardess and that really made his
day!!

I haven’t flown this plane yet. The AR636 receiver was
defective and I had to send it back. I decided to try a different
gyro in this plane—an iGyro 3e by Powerbox Systems. I’m
also looking at an Eagle Tree Guardian. I’m interested in
hearing from anyone who is using one.
And as a final note, I took an old prop I had to the field as a
decoration. It’s from a Quicksilver Sport MX ultralight I once
had.

Jim posed with Suzy by the Ford Tri-Motor. Look at
those smiles!
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No other plane will give you a view like this one!
!

Bruce and Jim before boarding their ride.
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Ken is flying, Rick is spectating and Gary is timing for
Ken at a SAM contest at DWARF's field in San Jose.
No double chin here!

View from Jim's seat near the backend of the plane.

Mike, Robert, Jim and Dave enjoy a beautiful June day
at Richardson Field.
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A beautiful day at Richardson Field, interesting cloud
formation!

Jeff's own design EDF.

Jeff's EDF design in the air.
Mike helps Oliver programming his combat wing.

JUST ONE MORE

Ken, Dave and new member Jeff

Name these two persons and win a prize!
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Next Meeting: Wednesday, June 17th, 7:30 p.m.
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